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A need to calculate the surface heat transfer due to 
radiation exists in thermal analyses of furnaces, fuel com-
bustion chambers, and other enclosures subjected to a high 
temperature environment. If the enclosure contains a gas 
which emits and absorbs radiant energy, the effect of the 
gas on the surface heat transfer must be considered. 
In this thesis are presented the results of an ana-
lytical study of the variation of absorption bandwidths of 
carbon dioxide-nitrogen gas mixtures with gas properties. 
More specifically, correlations are presented of the band 
absorption and band absorption divided by absorption band-
width for the 15.0, 4.3, 2.7,and 2.0 micron absorption 
bands of a gaseous mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen 
at various gas temperatures and gas pressures, and for 
various amounts of the mixture. 
The two correlated quantities, band absorption and 
band absorption divided by absorption bandwidth, allow cal-
culation of absorption bandwidth. That this property is 
1 
2 
relevant to the calculation of radiant heat transfer is 
illustrated in this introductory chapter. This is done by 
briefly developing and presenting the equations of radiant 
energy transfer. 
First, monochromatic equations are briefly developed 
and presented. Difficulties in the utilization of these 
monochromatic equations are known to be reduced if the 
equations are reformulated so as to apply to a band of fre-
quencies, this band of frequencies being either the region 
of a gas absorption band, or, a region of frequencies 
wherein the gas is perfectly transmitting. Therefore, 
"band" equations are also briefly developed and presented, 
and, serve to indicate the utility of the absorption band-
width correlations presented in this thesis. 
Equations of Monochromatic Radiant Energy Transfer 
Consider an enclosure composed of M distinct surfaces, 
as shown in Figure 1. Let the surfaces be numbered 1 through 
M. The enclosure is assumed to contain a gas which partici-
pates in radiative exchange, i.e., a participating gas. The 
monochromatic radiant heat transfer per unit area and per 
unit time to the jth surface of the enclosure is given by 
Wiebelt (l)* as 
*Single Arabic numbers in parentheses refer to refer-
ences in Bibliography. 
3 
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Figure 1. An Enclosure with M Surfaces 
q . • 
J\I ' 
a..J. -e:.E.. 
]\I J\I ' 'J\1-b]\I 
j = 1,2, ••• , M (I-l) 
In Equation (I-1) the subscript \I, wavenumber, is used in 
place off, frequency. The wavenumber of radiated energy 
is related to the frequency of radiated energy by the ex-
pression v • f/c where c is the velocity of light. Wave-
4 
number may also be related to the wavelength, A, of radiated 
energy using the expression c = Af. The result is 
The terms in Equation (I-1) may now be said to have va l ues 
valid in the wav enumber region \I to \I + d v, where d v is a 
differential increment of wavenumber. The subscript j on 
each of the terms in Equation (I-1) indicates that each 
1 . h . th f term app ies tote J~ sur ace. 
The terms in Equation (I-1) are : 
qjv = monochro~tic heat transfer per unit area 
to the j~ surface 
a. . ·- monochromatic absorptance of the j th surface 
J \) 
h . . f h . th f e:. = monoc romatic emittance o t e J~ sur ace 




= monochromatic reflectance of the jth surface 
h · d' · f h .th f - monoc romatic ra 1os1ty o t e J ~ s ur ace 
~ = · monochromatic black-body emissiv e power of 
j v the j th surface. 
5 
The properties a. and p. , from their definitions, are 
JV . JV 
1 d b h . 1 . th . th re ate y t e expression a. + p. = , assuming e J--
J V . ]V 
surface is opaque. Also it is assumed that. e. = a. , i.e., 
JV JV 
radiative equilibrium, see Kourganoff (2) and Viskanta (3), 
Of the J.th f . d sur ace is assume. The monochromatic radiosity 
of the jth surface, J. , is defined as all of the monochro-
J v 
.th 
matic energy leaving the J-- surface per unit area and per 
unit time. Mathematically, this may be expressed as the sum 
of the reflected monochromatic energy plus the emitted 




In Equation (I-2), G. is the monochromatic irradiation of 
J v 
h .th f t e J-- sur ace, i • e • I all the monochromatic energy per 
unit area and per unit time arriving at surface j. The 
monochromatic black-body emissive power of the jth surface, 
Eb. , is defined by Planck's equation, 
J v 
= Eb. J \) 
c v3 
·l 
[exp (=; v)] - 1 
= 1.1855 x 10-8 
hr 
c 2 = 2.5884 cm - 0 R, 
(I-3) 
where the units of the constants c 1 and c 2 indicate that 
-1 
the units of wavenumber, v, are inverse centimeters, cm 
and the units of the temperature of the jth surfaceu T., 
J 
are degrees Rankine" 
In order to use Equation (I-1), surface radiative 
property data are required, as is J. and Eb .• It is 
J v J v 
assumed in this study that surface property data are avail-
able. If the surfaces of the enclosure are assumed to have 
known temperatures, T., j = 1,2, ... , M, then 0 Equation 
J 
(I-3) may be used to evaluate Eb .• The only remaining un-
Jv 
6 
known in Equation (I-1), other than q, , is J .• Therefore 0 
JV JV 
expressions allowing the determination of J. u j = 18 2, •• •. 0 
JV 
M, must be developed. 
Equation (I-2) may be used to calculate J. if an 
JV 
expression for G. is available. An expression for G. 
JV JV 
may be derived from considerations of Figure 2. In Figure 
2 are shown two surfaces, j and k, of the M surface enclosure. 
The surfaces have areas Aj and~ and known temperatures Tj 
and Tk. The two differential areas, dAj and ~o are located 
on surfaces j and k 0 respectively. These areas 0 dA. and 
J 
~ 0 are separated by the distance rjk and have normals 
oriented at the angles cpj and~ from rjko respectively. 
The two surfaces are also separated by the participating 
gas. 
At this point two other assumptions must be mentioned. 
First 0 the gas is assumed to be at a known and constant 





Figure 2. Geometry For Exchange of Thermal Radiation 
....J 
8 
isothermal. However, complexities in treating the radiative 
absorption and emission of the gas are reduced if the gas is 
assumed to be isothermal. This point is elaborated in Chap-
ter II of this thesis. The second assumption is that the 
surfaces of the enclosure are diffuse emittors and reflec-
tors. For many engineering materials, this second assump-
tion is approximately realized. With the above assumptions 
in mind, the monochromatic irradiation of surface j due to 
energy coming from the direction of surface k is ~evans, 
et al (4~ 
G. A. 
J v J 
= 
coscp. coscpk 
+ a. E ) J 2 dA dAJ. • gV bgv TTr jk --K 
From 
In Equation (I-4), T is the monochromatic trans-
gV 
(I-4) 
mittance of the gas between surfaces j and k. This property 
is formally defined in Chapter II of this thesis. The term 
coscp. coscpk 
J 2 is a measure of the fraction of all energy leav-
TTr jk 
ing surface k that is directed toward surface j. Therefore 9 
coscp. coscpk 
the term T Jk J 2 is a measure of the energy 
gv v rrrjk 
arriving at surface j from surface k which was transmitted 
through the gas. The monochromatic absorptance of the gas 
between surface j and k is a. . As will be shown in Chapter 
gV 
II, a. = 1 - T , and, for the conditions of radiative 
gv gv 
equilibrium assumed in this study 0 a = € • where e is 
gv gv gv 
the monochromatic emittance of the gas. The monochromatic 
black-body emissive power of the gas is R . It may be -bgv 
calculated from Planck's equation, Equation (I-3), by 
coscp .cosCI\ 
replacing T. with T. The term a Eb J2 in 
J g gv gv rrrjk 
9 
Equation (I-4) is therefore a measure of the energy arriving 
at surface j which was emitted by the gas along the direction 
from surface k to surface j. 
The total irradiation of surface j is due to the sum of 
the contributions from all surfaces, like the kth surface, 
which form the M surface enclosure. Summing both sides of 
Eguation (I-4) over k gives for the total monochromatic 
~:;.:.f 
irradiation of surface j 
G. A. = 
J \) J 
M 
I I I 
k=l Aj~ 
(T Jk + a Eb ) gv v gv gv 
coscp. cos co.. 
J '.K • ( I-5) 
Using Equation (I-2) in (I-5), a set of M simultaneous 
integral equations in J. is obtained 0 
J \) 
J. A. = 
J \) J 
coscp. cos co.. 
1 '.K 
j = 1, 2, •••• M 
(I-6) 
In most real situations r o a , and Jk vary with 
gv gv v 
the spatial variables related to the enclosure.geometry 0 
e.g., Aj, ~, rjko ~j' and Cl\,· In order to facilitate 
numerical computation 'the assumption is made that T 0 a 
gv gv 0 
and Jkv do not vary with spatial variables. As applied to 
agv and ,- , this approximation is made more feasible by · 
gv 
considering them to vary with geometric mean beam length 0 
10 
discussed in Chapter II. In this way the spatial variation 
of agv and ,-gv are approximately accounted for. The approxi-
mation for many problems, as it applies to Jkvo does not 
result in large errors in heat transfer according to 
Sparrow, et al (5). With these approximations the follow-
ing set of M simultaneous algebraic equations in the M 
unknown monochromatic radiosities may be written~ 
M 
J. A.= e:. K. A.+p. \ (,- Jk +a Eb )A.F.k 
J v J J v bJ v J J v L gv v gv g\J J J 
k=l 
j = 1 0 2, ••• , M 
or, cancelling A. from each term 0 
J 
M 
J. = e:. Eb. +p. \ (,- Jk +a Eb )F.k 
JV JV JV JV L gv v gv gv J 
k=l 
j = 1, 2 0 ••• , M, 
where Fjk is the configuration factor 0 
(I-7) 
(I-8) 
= !. I I 
coscp. cos ca. 
J 'K 
J A/\ 
Configuration factors for many geometries are available in 
the literature, e.g. 0 Hamilton and Morgan (6). Therefore, 
·if~ is available, Equation (I-8), in principle, may be 
g\) 
11 
used to calculate the M values of J .• Then, Equation (I-1) 
J \) 
could be evaluated for the M values of q .• These calcula-
J \) . 
tions could be performed at various values of _v throughout 
the spectrum. The q. results could then be numerically 
J \) 
integrated to obtain the total radiant surface heat transfer 
to each of the M surfaces comprising the enclosure. Because 
lack of spectral property data and/or time limitations may 
prohibit the use of the above monochromatic method 0 the 
monochromatic heat transfer and radiative exchange equations 
are reformulated to apply to a band of wavenumbers instead 
of a single wavenumber. 
Band Equations of Radiant Energy Transfer 
It is known that polyatomic gases absorb monochromatic 
radiant energy in regions of wavenumber called absorption 
bands 0 Herzberg P). Adjacent to these absorption bands are 
windows wherein the gas is nearly perfectly transmitting. 
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Figure 3. Gas Absorptance · Versus Wavenumber 






resolution plot of a. versus wavenumber for a mixture of 
g\l 
carbon dioxide and nitrogeno 
Strictly speaking 0 the band limits are not rigorously 
defined. That is, upper and lower limits above and below 
which, respectively 0 no absorption occurs may not exist 
13 
for all bands under all conditions. 1"1le most obvious example 
of this occurs with band overlap. For such a situation it 
is difficult to say where one band begins and another ends. 
However, for purposes of the present study 0 visual inspec-
tion of each band allowed 0 in most cases 0 the determination 
of approximate band limits. These limits were dictated by 
the location of minimum 0 if not zero 0 values of spectral 
absorptance. 
The monochromatic expressions presented in the last 
section are reformulated in this section to apply to a 
wavenumber band 6\1. The bandwidth t \I may be thought 
of as the width of an absorption band for purposes of 
reformulating the radiant transfer equations" However" 
these expressions will be seen to apply also to a window 
region. 
The expression for surface heat transfer 0 Equation 
(I-1). in the band t::.\J becomes CL) 
a.. J. ~ "i. Eb. 
J Av lA'.'!,1_ JAV _ lAV j = "u u o M 
pj t::. \I 
where~ 
CL. 
J L\ \) 
€, 
J \) 
= the radiant heat transfer to surface j in the 
region 6\J 
= 
l a.. G. d\J J v J \) 
.. \) 
J G. d'V J \) 
fl\) 
J. = JJ. d\) ]L\\) ]\) 
/::,\) 
Ebj/:l\J = J~j\Jdv 
6V 
14 
The definition of radiosity 0 Equation (I-2) 0 in a band 
/:lv becomes (1) 
h h . d. " . f h . th f . . were t e irra iation o t e J~~- sur ace in 6V is 
Gj/j,\J = JGj'Vdv 
6v 
(I-10) 
Equation (I-4) 0 when rewritten to apply to the region 6Vo 
gives for the irradiation of the jth surface due to energy 
in £\\J coming from the kth surface (4) 
G. A. 
JAV J 
Summing the right side of Equation (I-11) over the M 
surfaces of the enclosure gives the total irradiation of 
h .th f . h t e J~ sur ace int e band AV, 
G. A. 
J Av J 
Substituting for G.A in Equation (I-12) using Equation 
J Ll \) 
15 
(I-11) 
(I-10), the radiosity of the jth surface in Av is obtained, 
coscp. coscp 
+ P·A \ J J j{r Jk +a Eb ) J 2 kdvdA-dA. J"" vL , g 'V v g v g v r -- l<: J 
k=l Aj~6V TI jk (I-1 3) 
As with the corresponding monochromatic expression 0 the 
unknown J. values may not be evaluated without making 
JAV 
several assumptions regarding Equation (I-13)0 
First 0 it is again assumed that r. o a o and Jkv 
J v gv 
do not vary with spatial variables. As stated before. 
when me.an beam lengths are used this assumption is not too 
unreasonable and it is discussed further in Chapter II. 
Secondly 0 it is assumed that Eb does not vary appreciably gv 
with v in band 6Vo This is called by Edwards (8) the band-
16 
absorption simplification. A poorer approximation than the 
band~absorption simplification is the band-energy approxima-
tion, Edwards (8). This is the assumption that Jkv does 
not vary appreciably with v in the region &V. This is a 
poorer approximation because J. consists of energy which 
JV 
has passed through the gas many times before reaching 
surface j. It therefore picks up the spectral variations 
from the gas (and reflecting enclosure ·surfaces) more 
than the emitted energy of the gas. The emitted energy 
has a spectral variation due to the gas resulting from 
only one passage through the gas. 
With these three approximations in mind, Equation 
(I-13) becomes 
J.,. A.= e.,. Eb." A. 
JuV J JuV JuV J 
+p .. ,. ~·(JkJ,- av+&. Jex. dv)A.F.k 
J u v L . v g v bg v g v J J (I-14) 
k=l Av Av 
where, for numerical computation, the average values of 
Jkv and ~g·v in Av are defined as follows: 
5kv 






= = bgv Av Av 
Av 
The term ·sa dV which appears in Equation (I-14) defines 
gv 
Av 
the band absorption, C(, Edwards (8), 
17 
a = I o:,g \) d'V (I-15) 
8.'V 
The term J ,. dv may be rewritten as gv 
8'V 
Jrg'Vdv;;: Jc1 - a.g_)dv - '8\1 - ·a (I-16) 
8\1 Av 
Substituting these last definitions into Equation (I-14)0 
cancelling A, from each terma and slightly rearrangingu 
J 
results in the following set of M simultaneous algebraic 
equations in the M unknown J. values, 
J 6 \I 
M 
Jj8\I = 8 j8vEbj8\l+pj6v l [Cl ~\l)Jk8'V+ ~ ~g&\11 Fjk 
k=l 
j = 1, 2, ••OUM (I-17) 
In principle 0 the M values of J. may be calculated 
]8\1 
from Equation (!-17). These results could then be sub-
stituted into Equation (I-9) allowing calculation of the 
M values of q. A • In order to evaluate Equation (I-17) 
Ju\l 
the terms other than J. 9 J0 = 1 0 2 0 ••• o Mo must be 
J8V 
available. In particular O the absorption bandwidtho 6\lo 
must be known since it appears both explicitly and implicitly 
in Equation (I-17). It is required to evaluate E.... 
bJ 8\1 
and E... from, say. tabulations of Planck's functions. 
bgt::.v 
It is also required in the calculations of the surface 
properties a for instance 0 -p. 0 the average value of 
J 8\1 
p. in 6 v. 
J '\) 
18 
Such values of absorption bandwidths, as depicted in 
Figure 3, for various gas conditions, do not exist in the 
literature. The work of this thesis was to correlate such 
absorption bandwidths of carbon dioxide and nitrogen gas 
mixtures with gas conditions. Correlation of Q and Ci/ b. v 
presented in Chapter III of this thesis allow one to cal-
culate actual bandwidths, /J.v, as a function of gas tempera-
ture, gas pressure, and amount of absorbing gas. 
Effective bandwidths do exist in the literature (9), 
e.g., Edwards et al. However, they do not account for 
variation of bandwidth with gas conditions. 
Using the correlations in Chapter III to obtain b.V 
then, allows one to evaluate Eb and Eb .. If, as is 
g/J.v J/J.V 
assumed, surface spectral radiative property data are 
availableq e.g., p. versus v, then p. , a.. , and e. A 
JV J8\J ]L:.\J JuV 
may also be approximated in the region /J.v. Extensive 
correlations of band absorption, Q , for various gas 
conditions do exist in the literature, e.g., Edwards (8) 
and Howard, et al (10). These values might be used in 
Equation (I-17), but: to be consistent, it is suggested 
that the correlations in Chapter III be used. 
This essentially completes the formulation and discus-
sion of the use of the band equations of radiant energy 
transfer. The importance of absorption bandwidth is 
19 
illustrated by its appearance 0 both explicitly and im-
plicitly0 in the band equationso In Chapter II, Literature 
Survey, further discussion of the effects of a participat-
ing gas on radiant heat transfer and documentation of 
related studies in the literature is presented. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
This chapter consists of a survey of selected articles 
from the literature which pertain to gas absorptance and 
its use in radiant heat t~ansfer calculations. In particu-
lar, monochromatic gas absorptance, from both theoretical 
and experimental viewpoints, is discussed. Then, theoreti-
cal and experimental band absorption is discussed. Finally 0 
a brief discussion of selected previous work in the area of 
radiant heat transfer calculation methods involving an 
absorbing and emitting gas is presented. 
Monochromatic Gas Absorptance 
Consider a parallel beam of monochromatic radiation 
with intensity* I entering an absorbing gas with mass 
Vo 
density p. If the gas is a mixture, such as carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen, let p be the mass density of the 
*Intensity of radiation in a certain direction is defined 
as the radiant energy per unit area normal to the specified 
direction and per unit solid angle about the specified 
direction and per unit time. 
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active gas, carbon dioxide. Let the distance traveled 
through the gas be r, the path length, at which point the 
intensity is Io Consider the change in intensity between 
\) 
rand r + dr where dr is a differential increment of r. 
The corresponding differential change in intensity is due 
to absorption and emission by the gas in the increment dr 
and according to Howard, et al (10) is defined by 
Lambert's law: 
21 
dI = k Ib ~dr - k I pdr v v gv v v (II-1} 
In this expression Ib is the Planckian black-body 
gv 
intensity and k is the absorption coefficient. 
\) 
The absorption coefficient, k, varies with gas tem-
v 
perature 0 gas pressure, and concentration of absorbing 
gas, Edwards (8). If the gas were non-isothermal& i.e., 
T varies with re then k and Ib would vary with r in 
g v gv 
Equation (II-1). This type of situation results in a com-
plex interpretation of gas absorptance, which has found 
application in problems of astrophysics, Kourganoff (2)@ 
but has not been studied extensively from the vievvpoint 
of engineering application until recently, Edwards (11}. 
For purposes of this study, an isothermal gas is assumed. 
For the case of an isothermal gas, Equation (II-1) 
may be integrated from r = 0, where I = I O to some 
V Vo 
arbitrary value of r, obtaining the intensity at r 
22 
I = I [exp (-k pr) J + Ib , [1-exp (-k pr) J . v Vo v gv v · (II-2) 
The first term on the right side of Equation (II-2) is that 
part of I which is transmitted through the gas. The 
VO 
factor, exp(-k pr), may then be defined as the monochro-v 
matic transmittance of the gas,T . The second term on 
gv 
the right side of Equation (II-2) is the energy emitted by 
the gas. The coefficient, 1 - exp(-k pr), is therefore 
v 
the monochromatic emittance, e: , of the gas. gv Since 
radiative equilibrium is assumed to exist, the monochro-
matic transmittance,absorptance, and emittance are seen to 
be related by t];).e expression 
1 - T gv 
(II-3) 
The product of the active gas mass density and path 
length, pr, which appears in Equation (II-3) defines the 
mass path length, w, 
w = pr (II-4) 
Equation (II-3) may then be rewritten.as 
a = e: = 1 - exp(-k w) = 1 - T gv gv . v gv (II-5} 
Since w is usually known from gas conditions and 
enclosure geometry, a may be evaluated from Equation 
g'V 
(II-5} if values of absorption coefficientu k, are v 
available. Microscopic descriptions of gas radiation which 
result in expressions for kv have been derived,e.g.,Penner{l2}. 
However, evaluatie,n of these expressions is difficult, 
for example, see the work of Wyatt (13) and Stull (14), 
and therefore theoretical values of k are not readily 
v 
available for engineering use. A similar lack of experi-
mental values of k exists due to the high resolution 
'V 
required of instruments which might be used for this 
purpose, Edwards (8). 
Even though theoretical values of a are not 
gv 
generally available, it is possible to measure directly 
the monochromatic transmittance of a gas and from this to 
calculate a = 1 - T 
gv gv 
Edwards (8) has performed such 
measurements on various gases, and in particular, on mix-
tures of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. He combined his 
results with a theoretical expression for a to obtain 
gv 
a semi-empirical correlation of monochromatic gas absorp-
tance as a function of pressure and mass path lengtho w 0 
with gas temperature a parameter, over large ranges of 
these variables, Edwards (11). 
A description of the e~perimental apparatus used by 
Edwards may be found in Bevans, et al (15). Briefly, the 
method of measurement consists of placing the sample gas 
in a pressure vessel of known (optical) length having 
means for temperature and pressure regulation. Radiant 
energy from a suitable source is directed by appropriate 
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optics through the test cell and into a monochromatic 
detection system. The energy pa~sed through the gas at 
various wavenumbers is detected and recorded. This com-
pletes the absorption run. A similar run, the transmission 
run, is performed without an absorbing gas in the test 
cell. The ratio of the energy transmitted during the 
absorption run at a particular wavenumber to the energy 
passed without absorption during the transmission run at 
the same wavenumber is a measure of the monochromatic gas 
transmittance. 
Many other workers have measured the monochromatic 
gas absorptance of carbon dioxide, e.g., see References 
(16, 17, 18, 19 0 etc.). However, most of their measure-
ments have been performed for selected absorption bands 
and over ranges of gas temperature, gas pressure, and mass 
path lengths sometimes too narrow to be of general utility. 
Measurements of a allow, by numerical integration, 
g\l 
calculation of band absorption. The next section is con-
cerned with band absorption theory and the correlation of 
band absorption with gas conditions. 
Band Absorption 
Consider a gas absorption band such as one shown in 
Figure 3 of Chapter I. Band absorption is strictly defined 
as 
a= a. dv gv 
where vL is the lower limit of the band, below which no 
absorption occurs, and, vu is the upper limit of the band, 
above which no absorption occurs. 
Theoretical models of band absorption exist, e.g. 0 
Plass (20,21). These models make use of the fact that the 
infrared absorption bands, of concern in this study, are 
due to changes in the molecular vibrational and rotational 
energies. Changes in the vibrational energies of gas 
molecules may be accompanied by changes in the rotational 
energies of the molecules. This results in absorption by 
rotational lines located about the vibrational frequency. 
The band is then composed of many absorption lines which 
are discernable, experimentally, only with very high 
resolution instruments. Low resolution instruments "" see 11 
the absorption as in Figure 3 of Chapter L 
An absorption line is said to have an intensity, S, 
s = J k\)av 
ti,v) 
where 6"'J is the finite width of the absorption line. 
This indicates that, strictly speaking, the lines are not 
25 
lines at .all. Actually they resemble very small absorption 
bands. The absorption line is said to have a half-width 0 
26 
09 which is one half the line width at half maximum intensity. 
It is generally believed 0 e.g., Bevans, et al (4), the line 




= TT ( \)- \) ) 2 + o2 
0 
where\) is the wavenumber at the center of the line. 
0 
The above mentioned line properties are depicted in 
Figure 4. 
(II-6} 
Absorption band models postulate the arrangement 9 
i.e., the line location and distribution of line inten-
sities, of lines in a band. Four generally accepted band 
models which exist are: 
a) the Elsasser model 
b) the statistical (Goody) model 
c) the random Elsasser model 
d) the quasi-random model. 
The Elsasser model assumes the lines are uniformly spaced 
and that each line has the same intensity. The statistical 
model assumes the lines are randomly located and that the 
line intensity varies in any manner such that a distribution 
function describes it. The random Elsasser model assumes 
the lines of a band may be represented by a superposition 
of Elsasser bands, Plass (20). The quasi-random model 


































at a sacrifice in simplicity, and results in a band repre-
sentation somewhere between the Elsasser and statistical 
models (21). 
According to Plass (20) further classification of the 
band models may be made depending on whether the lines in 
the band are: 
a) strong lines 
b) weak lines 
c) non-overlapping lines. 
The strong line approximation is valid when there is com-
plete absorption near the centers of the strongest lines in 
the band. The weak line approximation is valid when the 
absorption is small at all frequencies in the band. The 
non-overlapping line approximation is valid when the lines 
in the band do not overlap. 
Mathematical expressions based on the various combina-
tions Of the above models indicate (20) band absorption@ a B 








where dis line spacing and 6 0 8 0 and w have been previously 
defined as line halfwidth 6 line intensity, and mass path 
29 
length 0 w. Variations ofQ with pressure are accounted for 
by~· and x since both 6 and w vary with pressure. 
Reasoning from the band model theoretical results and 
complimenting this with experimental results 0 researchers. 
e"g. 6 Howard" et al (10) have deduced two generally accepted 
correlation equations. These expressions correlate band 
absorption, with the two variables, mass path length and 
effective pressure. P O with temperature as a parameter. e 
The two correlation equations differ dep~nding on whether 
a band consists of weak lines or strong lines. For weak 
bands 
(II-7} 
and for strong bands 
(II-8} 
For mixtures of carbon dioxide and nitrogen Edwards (11} 
has found that the relation, 
(!I-9} 
where b = 1"3 
is the best choice for correlation of his data. •rhe 
quantities PN:z and Pc02 in Equation O::r-9} are the partial 
pressures o.f the ni trog·en and the ca.rbon di.oxide a respectively. 
Ma.ny researc.he::i::·s have experimentally determined the 
band absorption of carbon dioxide - nitrogen mixtures and 
correlated their results with gas conditions" Howardv 
30 
Burch 0 and Williams {10022) studied the 15.0o 5.2o 4080 
4.30 2.78 2u0u l.60 and 1.4 micron absorption bands of 
carbon dioxide" Their work was performed at approximately 
room temperature. They allowed the amount'* of absorbing 
gas 0 ·which is analogous to mass path length" w 0 to vary 
from 1 to 1000 atm-cm" Partial pressure of carbon dioxide 
was varied from zero to 50 mm Hg. Total pressures of the 
gas mixture up to 740 mm Hg were considered. 
D. K. Edv11ards (23 0 24 0 8 0 9) experimentally determined 
and correlated the 15.0 0 10.5 0 9.4o 7.5, 5.2" 4.8, 4o3, 2.7o 
2.0, 1.6, and 1.4 micron bands of carbon dioxide-nitrogen 
gas mixtures. Total mixture pressure was allowed to vary 
from O ,. 5 to 10 "0 atm 0 gas temperatures from .530° to 2500°R, 
carbon dioxide mole fractions from 0"05 to 1.00 0 and mass 
' 2 pa.th lengths from approximately O .. 00002 to 5 "0 lbm/ft ,, 
''l'his work is p2,rticularly notable for the ·wide ra.nges of 
gas conditions studied. 
The studies of Howard 11 Burch 0 and Williamso (10u22) 
·were su.pplemented_ in 1962 by the work of Burcho Gryvnako 
*Amount of absorbing gcis ~ for constant temperature measure .. ~ 
ments, is defined as the product of active gas partial 
pressure times path length 1, e. goo Pc02r. 
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and Williams (25,26). These workers experimentally 
determined and correlated the band absorption of the 10.4, 
9.4, 4.3, and 2.7 micron bands of carbon dioxide. They 
extended the older results of Howard, Burch, and Williams 
by employing improved experimental techniques, and by con-
sidering new ranges of pressure, amount of absorbing gas, 
and spectral frequencies. They also considered the effects 
of moderate temperature changes on some of the absorp-
tion bands. 
In 1964, Edwards and Menard (27, 28) and Edwards and 
Sun (29) published improved correlations of the band absorp-
tion of the 15.0, 10.4, 9o4, 4.3, and 2.7 micron bands of 
carbon dioxide-nitrogen gas mixtures. The previous cor-
relations of Edwards were improved by use of the statistical 
(Goody) model of band absorption to correlate experimentally 
determined band absorption with gas conditions. Further 
discussion of Edwards' use of the statistical model for 
purposes of band absorption calculations may be found in 
Edwards' reference (11). 
Keeping in mind that the literature of gas absorption 
has by no means been exhaustively discussed, it is now 
possible to proceed to the next section of this chapter and 
consider works primarily concerned with the use of gas 
absorption data in radiant heat transfer calculations" 
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Gas Radiation Heat Transfer 
This section might contain literally hundreds of refer-
ences to the radiant heat exchange literature. Rather than 
take this approach and risk too shallow a discussion of 
these contributions, only those articles from the litera-
ture which are closely related to the use of the heat 
transfer expressions presented in Chapter I are discussed. 
For further references to current work in radiant heat 
transfer, the reader is directed to the literature review 
by Viskanta and Grosh (30). This section will confine 
itself to discussion of the concept of mean beam length and 
gray solutions to the.enclosure problem as presented in 
Chapter I. 
The concept of mean beam length may be introduced by 
considering Equation (I-13), 
J j b,,_lj = 8j 8'V~j !::.'VAj 
.ll1. . . coscp.cosCI\ 
+ pj 8\Jkfu J I I ('I" g'VJk'V+Ctgv~gv> ~~k dvdJ\dAj • 
A/\!::.'V 
From this expression 0 consider the term 
. .. coscpjcosCI\ 
SI Jc'l"g'VJk'V+ag'V~gv> nr~k d'V~dAj 
Aj~ti'V J 
Making use of the relation, 'l"g'V= 1 - agv' this last expres-
sion becomes 
coscp. cos Cl\ 
J J Jc1-ag'V)J~\)+ag'V~g'V> ~~ dv~a'.Aj 
Aj~!::.'V Jk 
From this expression consider the integrals 
coscp. coscpk 




As in Chapter I, assume Jkv does not vary appreciably with 
v in the region b,v(band energy simplification) and, E_ 
ogv 
does not vary appreciably with v in the region b,v (band 
absorption simplification). The last two expressions 




~9\! J J J agv 
AjAk8V 
The common factor in these two 
coscp. coscpk 
~ 
which may be rearranged as 
expressions is 
Making use of the definition of band absorption, 
a= I a av gv 
!:::, \) 
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this last expression. becomes 
JJO 
coscp .coscpk . 1 
In the last section of this chapter it was shown that band 






for weak and strong bands, respectively. Since mass 
path length, w, is the product prjk' then Cc= Q(rjk) 
indicates the functional dependency of band absorption on 
path length. The last double integral expression above 
may be written to show this functional dependency, defining, 
after Bevans 0 et al (4), at the same time the geometric 
absorption factor, (FAQ) 'k11 . J 
(II-12) 
Although required in the band equations of radiant exchange, 
it is not practical to present geometrical absorption 
factors in simple graphical or tabular forms, Dunkle (31). 
This is due to the variety of band absorption expressions 
and enclosure geometries. 
It is possible to simplify matters by defining· a 








Then define the mean beam length such that 
(II-14) 
i.e., the mean beam length is the path length such that the 
band absorption based on mean beam length is equal to the 
mean absorptance (31). Again, however, it is impractical 
to evaluate (FAQ) jk in Equation (II-13) so, further 
simplification is required. 
R. V. Dunkle (31) defines a geometric mean beam length, 
rjk' using Equation (II-14) and assuming a linear absorption 
law. By linear absorption law it is meant Q varies directly 
with rjk" This is equivalent to assuming the exponent 
m1 is one in Equation (II-7), 
where w is r,:Jrjk" Accepting the linear approximation for 
the moment, and combining it with Equations (II-12 0 13, 14), 





j J (II-15) 
Dunkle (31) has evaluated Equation (II-15) for parallel 
rectangles, perpendicular rectangles, and small sphere to 
rectangle geometries and presented his results in tabular 
and graphical form. 
Geometric mean beam lengths are used in the band 
equations of radiant exchange, rather than actual path 
lengths, in the evaluation of band absorption, a . 1rhis 
is the basis of the assumption that gas absorptance does 
not vary with spatial variableso In reality 0 gas absorp-
tance varies with path length, but this functional de-
pendency is approximately accounted for by calculating gas 
absorptance as a function of geometric mean beam length 
between two surfaces. 
36 
J. A. Wiebelt {32) has compared the use of geometric 
mean beam lengths to the use of geometric absorption factors 
for the case of weak band absorption~ i.e.@ Equation (II-?) 0 
and perpendicular rectangles. He found that errors in Q 
were typically 10 percent, and 20 percent in the most 
extreme cases considered 
Before proceeding to Chapter III, one more approach 
to the problem of radiative exchange in an enclosure con~ 
taining a participating gas should be considered. This is 
the gray approach. 
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If the gas and enclosure radiative properties are 
assumed not to vary with frequency, then the system is 
called gray. Essentially, this means the radiative ex-
change equations are formulated so as to apply to the 
entire spectrum rather than to a single frequency or to a 
band of frequencies. The radiative properties used in this 
formulation are total values, that is integrated mono-
chromatic values. 
The same enclosure-gas system treated in Chapter I is 
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~j = black-body emissive power of the jth surfaceo 
Again it is assumed the surface properties are available 0 
p, is known 0 a..= 1 - p. by definition and, although 
J J J 
not strictly truee €.=a. .• The black-body emissive power 
J J 





where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and is equal to 
0.1713 x 10-8 Btu/hr - ft2 - 0 R4. An expression for the 
only unknown on the right side of Equation (II-16), J., 
J 
may be determined from consideration of Equation (I-13), 
rewritten to apply to the wavenumber region zero to infinity, 
rather than t:,,v, 
J.A. = 
J J 
Notice that a. is replaced withe: in this expression. 
gV gV 
This is necessary because of the assumptions required to 
allow the integrations indicated in Equation (II-18). As in 
Chapter I, assume Jkv does not vary with spatial variables. 
Also as in Chapter I, assume T and e: spatial variations 
gv gv 
are accounted for by geometric mean beam lengths. Assuming 
in addition the gas is gray, i.e., T and a. do not vary 
gv gv 





p. \(T Jk + E: Eb )A.F.k 
J L g g g J J (II-19) 
k=l 




Jj = EjEbj + pj ~ (rgJk + EgEbg) Fjk 
k=l 
(II-20) 








IT Jk dV gv v 
\!=o 
which may not be evaluated since Jkv is unknown. The total 
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Values of E may be calculated if sufficient spectral gas 
g 
emittance data are available, Edwards (23). However, 
Hottel (33) has graphically presented experimentally 
determined values of e for carbon dioxide as a function 
g 
of mixture total pressure 6 gas temperature, and product of 
carbon dioxide partial pressure, Pc02 , times a mean beam 
length, L. 
The total gas absorptance may also be determined from 




a, - € ~
g go T0 
(II-21) 
where a is the gas absorptance to radiation from a source 
g 
at temperature T, e: is gas emittance,. evaluated at 
o go 
temperature T0 rather than Tg and evaluated at Pco2 L O 
T /T rather than Pc02 L. The corresponding total trans-o g 
mittance is, by definition, 
40 
T = 1 - a. (II-22) 
g g 
Strictly speaking, the values of e: plotted by Hottel 
g 
are valid for gases in black or near black enclosures. For 
such an enclosure, interreflections are not appreciable. 
In the gray formulation, as presented in this chapter, 
interreflections are accounted for. Therefore, the values 
of e: and a from Hottel 1 s plots are only approximately 
g g 
valid when used with the gray approach presented above. 
Having Hottel's total gas emittance graphs and 
assuming that configuration factor values and surface 
property data are available, one can evaluate Equation 
(II-20) for the M values of J. o With these values Equation 
J 
{II-16) can, in principle, be evaluated, thereby completing 
the problem of calculation of the M values of q .. 
J 
In Chapter I of this thesis equations of radiative 
exchange for an enclosure containing a participating gas 
were briefly discussed and presented. Assumptions required 
for the numerical evaluation of these equations were 
briefly discussed in Chapter I and further elaborated in 
41 
this chapter. Also in this chapter 8 background information 
related to the use of the radiative exchange equations 
was presented 8 documenting at the same time a small but 
major part of the literature which pertains to radiative 
exchange including the effects of a participating gas. 
It was established that a need exists for absorption 
bandwidths such that the radiative exchange equations may 
be evaluated. For this purpose 0 effective absorption 
bandwidths of carbon dioxide-nitrogen gas mixtures exist 
in the literature, e.g., Edwards, et al (9). Actual 
absorption bandwidths as pictured in Figure 3 were not 
found in the literature. In Chapter III of this thesis 
are presented correlations of band absorption and band 
absorption divided by such absorption bandwidths for mix-
tures of gaseous carbon dioxide and nitrogen, as a function 
of equivalent pressure and mass path length 0 for various 
gas temperatures. Such correlations allow the calculation 
of absorption bandwidths of the four bands considered. 
CHAPTER III 
DISCUSSION AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
It has been shown in Chapters I and II that absorption 
bandwidths are required to evaluate the band equations of 
radiant energy exchange in an enclosure containing a 
participating gas. The lack of actual bandwidth data in 
the literature raised several questions. First, can 
actual absorption bandwidths, as opposed to effective 
bandwidths (which do exist in the literature) be determined? 
Second, if actual bandwidths can be determined, can they 
be correlated in a manner such that they can be easily used 
in the band equations of radiant exchange? Third, if 
actual bandwidths can be easily used, will their use 
result in satisfactory values of radiant heat transfer? 
This chapter represents an attempt to affirmatively 
answer the first two questions. The third question is 
answered in Chapter IV. 
Source of Spectral Data 
In order to ascertain if actual absorption bandwidths 
may be determined, spectral data in the form of mono-
42 
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chromatic gas absorptance versus frequency are required. 
For this type of data to indicate how absorption band-
widths vary with gas conditions, the spectral data for 
various absorption bands at various gas temperatures, 
pressures, and mass path lengths are required. Such a 
source of data was found in a report by D. K. Edwards (11). 
As mentioned previously, Edwards has correlated 
experimental spectral absorptance data with a theoretical 
expression" Strictly speaking his correlation gives average 
absorptance in narrow frequency ranges which, for purposes 
of heat transfer calculation, may be considered an approxi-
mation to monochromatic absorptance. Edwards correlated 
this narrow band absorptance for isothermal carbon dioxides 
water vapor 0 and methane at five temperatures from 500 to 
2500 degrees Rankine and pressures from 0.1 to 10 
atmospheres. For purposes of this study, only the carbon 
dioxide correlation was used. 
Edwards correlated spectral absorptance with the 
statistical (Goody) model of narrow band absorptancea 
a. = 1 -g'V (III-1) 
where wand Pe have been previously defined as mass path 
length and equivalent pressure, respectively. The constants 
c2, B2, and n are empirically determined constants with 
n = 0.8 for carbon dioxide. For carbon dioxide-nitrogen 
mixtures Edwards gives values of B2, c 2 , and BC as a 
function of wavenumber for five temperatures. The five 
temperatures are 535, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 degrees 
Rankine. The wavenumber region extends approximately 
from 500 to 6000 inverse centimeters. The mass path 
lengths considered varied approximately from 0.00002 to 
5.0 pounds mass per square foot. Equivalent pressures 
varied over the approximate range of from 0.3 to 13.5 
atmospheres. The wavenumber region considered was 
sufficient to define the 15.0, 4.3, 2.7, and 2.0 micron 
absorption bands. 
Values of the empirical spectral constants B2, c 2 , 
44 
and BC are tabulated in Appendix A. There it will be noticed 
that some entries are c2 = L, for large 0 B2 = S, for small" 
and the product BC is given numerically. This product is 
used to evaluate Equation (III-1) for gas conditions where 
c 2 is very large and B2 is very small, for then Equation 
(III-1) reduces to 
q; g v - 1 - exp { - BC ~ wP en } (III-2) 
Equations (III-1,2) were evaluated for all frequencies 
for which values of B2 and c 2 or BC were available, and for 
the range of gas conditions mentioned above. Computation 
45 
was performed on an electronic computer. Typical results 
are illustrated in Figure 5. The programs used to calculate 
the approximately 150 curves typified by Figure 5 are listed 
in Appendix B. 
Examination of these curves indicated the approximate 
absorption bandwidths of the 15.0, 4.3, 2.7, and 2.0 micron 
absorption bands could, in most cases, be defined. For 
some conditions, overlap of absorption bands occurred 
such that the absorptance was not zero at the boundary of 
a bando In this situation it was difficult to say where 
one band ended and another began. Therefore, it was neces-
sary to either estimate the band limit, if possible, or 
consider the band limit undefined. In some other cases 
values of B2 and c2 or BC were not available at enough 
frequency points to define a band. In this situation, 
where practical, the band was defined by extrapolation or 
by assuming the band was symmetrical in shape. Otherwise 
the band was considered undefined. 
From the above mentioned plots 0 measurements of ab-
sorption bandwidths of the 15.0, 4.3, 2.7 0 and 2.0 micron 
bands of carbon dioxide were made. This represents an 
affirmative answer to the first question raised in the 
introductory paragraph. Actual bandwidths of carbon dioxide 
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Figure 5. Spectral Absorptance of Carbon Dioxide 





Correlation of Actual Bandwidths 
The second question raised in the introductory paragraph 
of this chapter deals with the possibility of correlating 
the bandwidths of various carbon dioxide absorption bands 
with gas conditions. No attempt to correlate bandwidths 
directly with gas conditions was made, for several reasonso 
It has been shown that band absorption. a I may be cor-
related with gas conditions using the weak and strong band 
correlation expressions. One might hope that. average band 
abso:rption 0 Q/b.v, where Av is actual absorption band-
width, might also be correlated in a manner similar to the 
correlation of Q. If such a correlation is possible a 
not only would values of Q/b,.v be directly available for 
use in the band equations of radiant exchang·e, but actual 
bandwidths could be calculated from the expression 
(III-3) 
From plots of computer calculated spectral absorptance 0 
actual absorption bandwidths were measured" From the 
corresponding computer calculated output listings of 
spectral absorptance, band absorption was calculated by 
numerical integration. A combination of Simpson's rule and 
the trapezoidal rule was used in the numerical inte.grations" 
From these results, values of (1/~v were calculated. 
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An attempt to correlate Q/t:.v with weak and strong 
band expressions was made. The attempt results in correla-




where, as previously defined 0 
(III-6) 
and b 2 , m20 n 2 , B2 o M2 ,and N2 are correlation constants. 
The method of correlation was that suggested in the 
report by Howard, Burch, and Williams (10). Values of 
Q/b,,-.; for individual bands were plotted versus w on 
log-log scales with Pe as a parameter, for five tempera-
tures from 535 to 2500 degrees Rankine. A typical plot is 
shown in Figure 6. All similar plots are presented in 
Appendix C. On the typical plotu Figure 6@ at lower values 
of Q/8v 0 is .indicated the weak band regiono At higher 
values of Q/8\J the strong band region is indicated. 
The weak band region, on log-log scales, shows the 
lines of Q/ A'v versus w to be approximately linear, each 
with approximately the same slope 0 m2 o This indicates 
Ill? 
varies a.s w -
should not vary appreciably with w. This ratio when 
1.0 
Weak Band Region "" I ;,, Strong Band Region 
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plotted against Pe on log-log scales 0 see Figure 7, results 
in a scatter of points which may be approximately represented 
by a single straight line, for all values of w, with a slope 
of n 2 and an intercept b20 Therefore ( Q/!::,,\J)/wm2 varies as 
Pen2 and the weak band fit is 
Q. m2 n · -- = b (w) {P ) 2 
·!:,\) 2 e 
To arrive at the strong band fit the strong band 
region values of Q/b.v are plotted versus won semi-log 
scales, with Pe as a pa.rameter 0 as shown in Figure 8. 
The lines of Q/ i:,v versus w are seen to be approximately 
linear, each with approximately the same slope 0 M2 o This 
indicates that Ct./ 8 v is a function of M2 log w. There-
fore, Q/llv - M2 log w should not vary appreciably with 
Wo Figure 9 shows a plot of 0./&v - M2 log w versus Pe 
on semi=log scaleso For all values of w a single straight 
line with slope N2 and intercept B2 approximately represents 
the scatter of points. Therefore Q/ i:,,v - M2 log w varies 
with N2 log Pe and the strong band fit is 
By the above outlined correlation methods, values of 
determinedo The results are tabulated in Table I . The 
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W0.640 
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Figure 7. Weak Band Variation of Q/flv with Mass 
v}[l2 
Path Length and Equivalent Pressure, 
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a/ t:.v CORRELATION CONSTANTS 
Weak Fit Strong Fit 
Band T WL WU PeL Peu b2 B2 M2 g m2 n2 N2 µ OR lbm/ft2lbm/ft2 atm atm 
535 .00004 .001 . 3 13.5 7.75 .631 .252 
535 .001 5. • 3 13.5 .520 .142 .075 
1000 .00002 .001 .3 12. 6.90 .640 .261 
1000 .001 .75 • 3 12 .• .612 .175 .092 
15.0 1500 .0001 .001 . 3 12. 17.2 • 721 .0346 
1500 .001 • 5 . 3 12 • .755 .203 .092 
2000 .0001 .001 • 3 12. 21.0 • 721 .0360 
2000 .001 .387 .3 12. .833 .225 .100 
2500 ,0017 .3 .65 12. .842 .217 .095 
535 .00004 5. . 3 13.5 .755 .15 .094 
1000 .00002 .001 • 3 12 . 2.25 .315 ,306 
1000 .001 . 75 .3 12 . .75 .15 .095 
1500 .0001 .001 • 3 12. 4.9 .482 .229 
4. 3 1500 .001 .5 .3 12. .56 .115 .075 
2000 .0001 .01 .3 12. 2,75 .360 .0135 
2000 .01 .387 .3 12. .621 .069 .046 
2500 ,0017 .01 .65 12. 1.14 .329 .0852 
2500 .01 .3 .65 12. .630 .199 .084 
535 .00004 .01 . 3 13.5 .800 .360 .369 
535 .01 5 • . 3 13.5 .45 .110 .115 
1000 • 00002 .02 . 3 12, .705 .360 .297 
1000 .02 .75 . 3 12. .470 .150 .125 
2.7 
1500 .0001 .01 .3 12. 1.53 .495 .221 
1500 .01 .5 . 3 12. .545 .185 .129 
2000 .001 .01 .3 12. 3 .• 51 .604 .116 
2000 .01 .387 .3 12. .610 .190 .086 
2500 .0017 .01 .65 12. 3.41 .586 .176 
2500 . 01 • 3 .65 12 . . 727 .234 .120 
535 .1 1. • 3 13.5 .091 .523 .252 
535 1. 5. . 3 13.5 .090 .378 .297 
1000 .01 .1 • 3 12 • .124 .617 .212 
2.0 1000 .1 .75 .3 12. .103 .545 .230 
1500 .001 .5 .3 12. .094 .414 .342 
2000 .01 .387 .3 12. .117 .464 .345 
2500 .01 .3 .65 12. .143 .568 .243 
55 
for the weak and strong band fits are indicated. 
In order to calculate !:,,v from .Equation (III-3) 
correlations of Q are required. Correlations of Q, for 
example those of Edwards (8 0 9~ 28, 29), exist in the 
literature. One could use these correlations of a in 
Equation (III-3) to calculate b.v. This is not completely 
satisfactory, however, because of the possibility of 
Edwards assigning band limits different than the band 
limits assigned in this study to the same band at the same 
conditions. As mentioned before 8 this can occur because of 
band overlap, poorly defined bands, .or can result from 
differences in experiment:ally determined spectral absorptance 
compared to the semi-empirical curves used in this study. 
Therefore" to be consistent 9 band absorption was correlated 
in a manner similar to the Q/ b.V correlations. The results 
are tabulated in "rable II. Correlation constants b 1 , rn19 
n 1 o B1 e M.1,u and N1 are presented for use with the expressions 
(III-?) 
and 
a- B + M. log w + N log P - 1 · 1 1 e {III-8) 
The correlation constants are presented for the 15.0 0 4w3, 
2.7, and 2.0 micron bands for the same range of conditions 
as the a//:J.v correlations. Plots of {( versus w on log-log 
scales, with Pe as parameter, are presented in Appendix D. 
TABLE II 
Q CORREIATION CONSTANTS 
Weak Fit Strong Fit 
Band 
T wL wu PeL Peu bl Bl Ml g ml nl Nl 
l,l OR lbm/ft2lbm/ft2 atm atm 
535 .00004 .0025 • 3 13.5 1150 • .622 .266 
535 .0025 5. .3 13.5 167. 52. 25. 
1000 .00002 • 003 • 3 12 • 1540 • .622 .243 
1000 .003 .75 • 3 12. 258 • 83. 31. 
15.0 
1500 .0001 • 002 .3 12 • 20800. .923 .0333 
1500 .002 .5 • 3 12 • 310. 93 • 34. 
2000 • 0001 .0015 • 3 12 • 25500 • .928 .0315 
2000 .0015 .387 • 3 12. 343. 98 • 38. 
2500 .0017 • 01 • 65 12 • 1900. .523 .0405 
2500 .01 .3 • 65 12 • 377. 108. 36 • 
535 .00004 • 0001 .3 13.5 1470. .432 .288 
535 .0001 5. • 3 13.5 169 • 33. 24. 
1000 .000025 .001 • 3 12. 198 • 39. 24. 
1000 .001 .75 • 3 12. 222 • 46. 30. 
4.3 
1500 .0007 • 5 • 3 12. 315 • 79 • 32. 
2000 .0001 .001 • 3 12. 8600 • .662 .0315 
2000 .001 .387 • 3 12. 513. 138 • 56. 
2500 .004 .3 • 65 12. 217 • 77. 38 • 
5J5 nr1111,4. ·----- .Ol .J lJ.5 4b0. • 4::>U .J7tl 
535 .01 5. .3 13.5 245. 91. 73. 
1000 .00002 • 01 .3 12 • 970. .495 .360 
1000 .01 .75 • 3 12. 423 • 160. 122. 
2.7 
1500 .0001 • 01 .3 12 • 2190. .635 .284 
1500 .01 • 5 .3 12. 508. 194. 113 • 
2000 .001 • 01 .3 12 • 3300. .734 .135 
2000 .01 .387 .3 12. 520. 212. 107. 
2500 .0017 • 01 .65 12 • 3200. .649 .176 
2500 .01 .3 • 65 12. 585. 212 . 138. 
535 .1 5. .3 13.5 73. .536 .302 
1000 • 01 .75 .3 12 • 96. .743 .320 
2.0 1500 .001 .5 • 3 12 • 89. .518 .378 
2000 • 01 .387 .3 12 • 108. .518 .374 
2500 • 01 .3 .65 12. 212 • .748 .243 
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From these curves the correlation constants were determined. 
Validity of Correlation Expressions 
The curves of Q/ !::. V in Appendix C and Q in Appendix 
D were obtained by fairing through raw data determined from 
computer-calculated results. To these faired curves, the 
correlation expressions for Q and Q/Av were fitted, as 
discussed previously in this chapter. The correlation 
expressions only approximately fit the Q and U/D.v curves. 
For some conditions of mass path length and equivalent 
pressure the correlation expressions fit the curves 
better than for other conditions. This is illustrated in 
Figure 10 where, for the 15 micron band at a gas tempera-
ture of 535 degrees Rankine, the correlation expressions 
for Q/Av at the lowest and highest equivalent pressures 
are plotted along with the computer-determined curves of 
a; !::.Vo Figure 10 is typical of similar curves O plotted 
for all bands and gas temperatures considered 0 which are 
presented in Appendix C. Band absorption comparisons 0 
similar to Figure 10, are presented in Appendix D. 
Figure 10 indicates the largest percent deviation of 
correlation expression. value from the computer-determined 
value occurs at the value of mass path length where 
transition of weak band to strong band fit takes place 0 
1.0 
Weak Band Region,... I 1r Strong Band Region 
P = 13.5 atm e 
= 0. 3 
'~ -,-
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Figure 10. Comparison of Correlation Expressions with Computer Determined Values, 
15.0µ - 535°R \J't 
00 
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and for the lowest value of equivalent pressure at this point. 
In Figure 10 a deviation of ~26 percent occurs at this point 
for the strong band fit. Inspection of Appendices C and 
D indicates this maximum deviation to range as high as 
70 percent. 
At mass path lengths not too close to the transition 
value, Figure 10 indicates both the weak and strong band 
expressions fit the computer-determined curves well. 
Examination of Appendices C and D reveals typical devia-
tions within +20 percent. 
The real test of the validity of the correlations of 
Q and Q/~v presented in Tables I and II occurs when they 
are used in heat transfer calculations. In Chapter IV a 
radiant heat transfer problem is posed and solved using the 
correlation expressions in the band equations of radiative 
exchangeo 
CHAPTER IV 
AN APPLICATION OF RESULTS 
In this chapter an example problem of radiative 
exchange in an enclosure is posed and surface radiant 
heat transfer calculated. The band equations of radiant 
exchange are used with the correlations of a and a;/:::,\) 
to solve the problem. 
In order to assess the worth of the Q and Q/ 8\J 
correlations as used in the band equations, a standard of 
comparison is required. Therefore, the solution of the 
problem using the band equations is compared to a solution 
resulting from use of the more exact monochromatic equations 
of radiative exchange. For further comparison, the results 
using the band method are compared to results calculated 
from application of the less exact gray method discussed 
in Chapter II. 
Definition of Problem 
Consider an infinitely long square duct containing a 
mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen gases. It is desired 
to calculate the radiant heat transfer per unit area and 
60 
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per unit time to the surfaces of the duct. 
The square duct is depicted in Figure 11. The cross-
sectional area of the duct is assumed to be one square foot. 
Since the duct is assumed infinitely long, no net longi-
tudinal heat exchange takes place. Therefore, the heat 
transfer to each of the four surfaces indicated in Figure 
11 need only be calculated on a per-square-foot basis. 
The surface temperatures are assumed to be: 
Tl= 1000°R 
T2 = 800°R 
T3 = 800°R 
T4 = 1000°R 
The surfaces are assumed to be of the same material~ 
Type 321 corrosion-resistant stainless steel, sample num-
ber 18, as listed in Chapter 2 of the text by Kreith (34). 
Kreith gives tabulated values of spectral reflectance for 
this material and this property is plotted in Figure 12. 
The duct is assumed to contain an isothermal ideal gas 
mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The assumed gas 
conditions are: 
T = 1000°R g 
PTOT = 1.0 atm 
xco2 = 0.2, 
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Figure 12. Spectral Reflectance of Duct Wall 
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pressure, and xc02 is the mole fraction of carbon dioxide. 
For the geometry of this problem, any pair of surfaces 
of the duct are distinguished as either equal, parallel, 
opposed rectangles, or equal, perpendicular, adjacent 
rectangles. For these cases, the paper by R. V. Dunkle (31) 
may be used to obtain configuration factors and geometric 
mean beam lengths. The values are tabulated in Tables III 
and IV. These two tables indicate the configuration factor 
for the opposed surfaces is, F = 0.414, and for the 
opp 
adjacent surfaces is F d' = 0.293; the geometric mean beam 
a J 
length for the opposed surfaces is, r = 1.35 feet and, 
opp 
for the adjacent surfaces is, radj = 0.75 feet. Values of 
zero are entered in Table III and IV for the configuration 
factors and geometric mean beam lengths of each surface 
to itself. This indicates the surfaces cannot "see" 
themselves a 
Solution of Problem Using Band Equations 
Values of Q and Q/ !::.v may be calculated from the 
correlation expressions presented in Chapter III, Equations 
( III-4, 5, 7, 8) . To use these expressions and to read 
the correlation constants from Tables I and II of Chap-




CONFIGURATION FACTOR, Fjk 
1 2 3 4 
1 0 .293 .414 .293 
2 .293 0 .293 .414 
3 .414 .293 0 .293 
4 .293 .414 .293 0 
TABLE IV 
GEOMETRIC MEAN BEAM LENGTH, -rjk 
1 2 3 4 
1 0 .75 1.35 .75 
2 .75 0 .75 1.35 
3 1. 35 .75 0 .75 
4 .75 1. 35 .75 0 
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-Mass path length is the product, Pco2rjk. Since ideal 
gases are assumed, 
( IV-1) 
where Pc02 is the partial pressure of carbon dioxide and 
Rc 02 is the carbon dioxide gas constant which has the 
value, 35.12 ft-lbf/lbm- 0 R. Therefore, mass path length 
may be calculated from 
Pco2 
wjk = Pco2rjk = Rco2Tg rjk (IV-2) 
Since Pc02 = xc02 PTOT' Equation (IV-2) may be rewritten as 
Substituting the values: 
xco2 = 0.2 
PTOT = 1.0 atm 
Rco2 = 35.12 ft-lbf/lbm-
0 R 
T = l000°R g 
r = 0.75 ft adj 
-r = 1.35 ft opp 
into Equation (IV-3) results in mass path lengths of 
w 
opp 
= 0.00904 lbm/ft2 , for adjacent rectangles, and 
= 0.0163 lbm/ft2 , for opposed rectangles. 
(IV-3} 
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The equivalent pressure has been previously defined, 
Equation (II-9), and may be calculated as follows: 
= (1 - 0.2) (1.0) + (1.3) (0.2) (1.0) 
= 1.06 atm, 
where the relations* PN2 ..., xN2 PTOT' Pco2 = xco2 PTOT' and 
xN2 =l - xc02 and the value b = 1.3 have been used. 
Tables I and II of Chapter III may now be entered for 
purposes ·df calculating values of Qand Cl/Av. Since two 
nonzero values of wjk appear in the example problem 6 two 
nonzero values each for Q and 0/Av, for each band, may be 
calculated. These values are tabulated in Table V under 
the headings O and ( a; Av) for opposed rectangles 
opp opp 
and a adj and ( a I Av) adj for adjacent rectangles. Also 




= a opp 
( Q/6v) 
opp 
* The nitrogen partial pressure is PN2_and xN2 is the 
nitrogen mole fraction. 
TABLE V 
BAND ABSORPTION DATA 
Band 
Oo£~ aa~i 
( 0; /::,.\)) c-01::,."> a. opp a J 
cm cm 
15.0µ 110.4 89.1 0.301 0.257 
4.3µ 140.5 128.7 0.484 0.446 
2.7µ 129.0 96.4 0.163 0.132 
2.0µ 4.6 3.0 0.010 0.007 
a .; /::,.\) /::,.\) 













and 6v d., where 
a J 
Table V, in addition, contains values of CJ. d./6v , the 
a J opp 
use of which in the band equations is indicated later in 
this section. 
For each absorption band in Table V, two bandwidths 
are listed. In order that the solution of the exchange 
equations for each band be valid over only one bandwidth, 
the equations are solved for the widest bandwidth, i:,,v , 
opp 
although 8V d. is incorporated in the band equations. 
a J 
Actual band and window limits may now be defined from 
values of 6V 
opp 
Since values of /:,,v d" are incorporated 
a J 
69 
in the band equations, corresponding band and window limits 
are also required. It is assumed that band limits may be 
calculated from the expressions 
!:,, v 
(IV-4) v = v 
2 L c 
and 
!!::. \) 
(IV-5) \) = v + 2 u c 
where VL and. vu are the lower and upper band limits, 
respectively, and Ve is approximately the center wavenumber 
of the band. The center wavenumber may be approximately 
calculated from the wavelength band designation, e.g., 
. \) = c 
10,000 1 =[cm-] 
Ac 
70 
where AC is 15.0, 4.3, 2.7, and 2.0 microns for the four 
bands considered in this study. Calculation of band limits 
from Equation (IV-4, 5) involves the assumption that the 
absorption band is symmetrical about the center wavenumber. 
This is an approximation which is not too unrealistic in 
some cases. The approximation is justified by simplicity 
and because heat transfer results are not drastically 
affected. The opposed and adjacent band and window limits 
are schematically illustrated in Figure 13. 
The spectrum is seen in Figure 13 to be divided into 
nine regions composed of five windows and four bands. 
For each of the opposed regions it is possible to obtain an 






This expression was evaluated for each opposed region using 
numerical integration of the spectral reflectance data 
plotted in Figure 12. The results are tabulated in 
Table VI. Also tabulated in Table VI is average emittance 
of each of the nine opposed regions. This average emit-
tance was calculated from the approximate relation 
e; 8 \) 
opp 
-= 1 - PAV 
opp 
O 494. 841. 2182. 2471. 3339. 4069. 4785. 5215. o0 v 
6 :i'O ~ :i "O 6 :i 'O ~ :i 'O 0 0 
"d r-1 O i:: 'O C'li MS:: "C M r-- i:: 
'O """ 
O i:: 
i:: =H= • :!ti i:: =H= • Id i:: =H= • Id i:: =H= • Id 
·r-1 LO i:Q ·r-1 
""" i:Q 
·r-1 N i:Q ·r-1 N i:Q :s: r-1 :s: :s: :s: 
-------, Adjacent-
~ I -1 
O l cm Values 
"C LO I 
i:: =H= l 
•r-1 I :s: : v Opposed 
----- ... • Values -
0 484. 851. 2181. 2471. 330-9. 4100. 4768. 5232. co -1 cm 





BAND AND WINDOW AVERAGE REFLECTANCE AND EMITTANCE 
Region P t.v e bi v 
opp opp 
Window #1 0.64 0.36 
15.0 µ Band 0.65 0.35 
Window# 2 0.68 0.32 
4.3 µ Band 0.62 0. 38 
Window# 3 0.57 0.43 
2.7 µ Band 0.54 0.46 
Window# 4 0.50 0.50 
2.0 µ.Band 0.47 0.53 
Window# 5 0.39 0.61 
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Knowing the band limits allows one to enter tabulations 
of Planck's functions such as those in Wiebelt's text (1), 
and obtain values of black-body emissive power for the four 
surfaces of the enclosure and for the gas, for each of the 
nine regions. These values are required for the opposed 
regions. In addition, the adjacent region values of gas 
black-body emissive power are required, as is shown later 
in this section. These values are listed in Table VII. 
The input values required to use Equation (I-17) for 
evaluation of surface radiosity are now collected. Equa-
tion (I-17) is rewritten below with several changes in 
notation, 
J • A 
Jl.;l\) 
opp 
= €.A Eb'A Jl.lV Jl.lV 
opp opp 
4 
+ Pjl::::.v l [(l- ~~jk )Jkl::::.v + 
opp k=l opp opp 
j = 1, 2, 3, 4 . 
Eb A ]F 'k I 
gl.lVjk J 
(IV-8) 
In Equation (IV-8) band absorption has been given the 
subscript jk to indicate it varies 




the emission of the gas 
The emission 
may be calculated as if it occurred partially over l::::.v 
opp 
and partially over 8V d' even though the required quantity 
a J 
is the emission over the largest (opposed) bandwidth, 
/:,. \) 
opp 
That these viewpoints are equivalent when jk refers 
TABLE VII 
REGION VALUES OF BLACK-BODY EMISSIVE POWER 
Region ~lA'V = ~4A'V = ~gA'V ~2A'V = ~3A'V 
opp opp opp opp opp 
Btujhr-ft2 Btu/hr-ft2 
--
Window# 1 105.0 76.6 
15.0 µ Band 275.0 161.4 
Window# 2 1038.7 412.4 
4.3 µ Band 105.4 23.6 
Window# 3 143.3 23~7 
2. 7 µ Band 35.1 3.4 
Window# 4 7.6 .5 
2 .O µ Band 3.0 .1 
Window# 5 0 0 














to opposed rectangles follows from definition of terms. 
One may reason that they are also equivalent when jk refers 
to adjacent rectangles. The emission in the wide band, 
8V , is equal to the sum of the emission over three 
opp 
spectral regions. The three regions are schematically 
indicated in Figure 14. The emittance in regions one and 
three is zero for adjacent rectangles, which implies the 
emission is zero in these regions. Therefore, the emission 
in Av is equal to the emission in Av d' for adjacent 
opp a J 
rectangles. 
One may expand the sum over kin Equation (IV-8} and 
write the resulting expression four times for the four 
values of j. These four expressions may each be rearranged 
to collect coefficients of the four unknowns, J.Av , 
J opp 
j = 1, 2, 3, 4. These last four expressions may be represented 
in matrix notation as shown in Equation (IV-9). 
Expression (IV-9) represents four equations in the four 
unknown surface radiosities. From inspection of the duct 
geometry and surface temperature distribution and since the 
surfaces are all of the same material, one may deduce the 
Making these 
substitutions, only the first two equation in Expression(IV-9) 




Rewiting the first two equations of Expression (IV-9) with 
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Figure 14. Emission from 6v opp 
1 
- (}12 
- pl6\I (l - -;;:;- )Fl2 
- (1 013 ) 
-pl6\I --;;:;- Fl3 
- 014 
- pl6\I (l - -;;:;- )Fl4 
opp opp opp opp opp opp 
021 
- P2 6 \I ( l - -;;:;-- ) F 21 1 
- 023 
- P2 6\1 (l - -;;:;-- ) F23 
- (}24 
- p26\I (l - ~ )F24 
opp opp opp opp opp opp 
- C(31 
- p36\I (l - -;;:;-- )F31 
opp opp 
- (132 




- P36\I (l - -;;:;- )F 34 
opp opp 
- 041 
- p46\I (l - --;;:;;-- )F41 
opp opp 
- 042 
- p46\I (l - --;;:;;-- )F 42 
opp opp 
- ( Q43 ) 
- p4t,\I l - -;;:;-- F 43 
opp opp 
1 
p [ 012F E + Q13F E + Q14F ~ ] + € ~ 
(IV-9) 
16\lopp 6\112 12 bg6\112 6\113 13 bg6\113 6\114 14 g6\114 16\lopp 16\lopp 
o o a 
p [~ E + ~ E + ~ E ] + e ~ 
26\lopp 6\121 21 bg6\121 6\123 23 bg6\123 6\124 24 bg6\124 26\lopp 26\lopp 
p [ Q31F ~ + Q32F E + Q34F ~ ] + e: 
36\lopp 6\131 31 g6\131 6\132 32 bg6\132 6\134 34 g6\134 36\lopp ~36\lopp 
p [ 041F ~ + Q42F E + 043F ~ ] + e ~ 




the indicated substitutions 0 and replacing the subscript 
jkwith either adj or opp 0 whichever is appropriate, results 
in Equation (lV-10). Note that no subscript is required on 
p L\\) 
opp 
or.e8v since the surfaces are all of the same 
opp 
material. These last two equations may be solved for each 
band by substituting values from Tables (III 0 V, VI, VII). 
For a window region the equations may be evaluated using 
Tables (II, VI, VII), and substituting zero for all values 
of band absorption. 
Once the surface radiosities are calculated, the sur-
face heat transfer values may be calculated for each region 
from Equation (I-9). Equation (I-9) is rewritten below 
-with the assumption,. e_ Av - -a, 
1:l - Av 
opp opp 
qj Av = 
opp 
(J.A - ~jAv ) 
J "opp opp 
{IV-11) 
j = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
As a check on the computations which follow, one may 
make energy balances on the surfaces and on the gas. The 
net energy gained by the surfaces must equal the net energy 
lost by the gas. Or, saying this in another way, the sum 
of the net surface gain of energy minus the sum of the net 
gain of energy of the gas must be zero. The radiant energy 
















which is absorbed by the gas minus the energy emitted by 
the gas. Specifically 0 the net energy gain of the gas 
due to absorption of energy from the jth surface and due 
. . f h d h . th f . to emission o t e gas towar st e J sur. ace, in any 
region b.'Vo is 
80 
(IV-12) 
The net energy gain of the gas due to the presence of all 
M surfaces is 
M 
qgonet, !:::.\J= l qj-gas, !:::.v 
j=l 
For an energy balance to exist, -q A must be equal 
M g,net 0 uV 
to l qj b.\J" 
j=l 
In terms of the example problem 0 Equation (IV-12) 
becomes 
f2 OaqjF ~ F 1 
qj-gas,8\J = J.!:::.v t x !:::.v adj+ !:::.v opp 
opp J opp opp opp 
(IV-14) 
f2 a adj F E + GoPRp E } t x !:::.v d' adj bg!:::.v d' !:::.\J opp bg!:::.\J a J · a J opp opp 
Also for the particular example problem under consideration, 
the symmetry makes possible an energy balance verification 
81 
2 
by comparing the sum to These 
two quantities are equal when an energy balance prevails" 
The values of qj b.v ma.y nm11 be calculated" The results o 
along with --q t A , are presented in Table ,~·III. 
gone .,LIV 
opp 
Jn Table '\TJ:II an energy balance for the entire spectrum 0 
as vi/ell as for each of the nine regions O is indicated" 
This completes the solution of the problem using the band 
method. 
Comparison of Results 
In Appendix E 0 the heat transfer problem posed in the 
first section of this chapter i.s solved using the mono-
chromatic method" In Append.ix F, the problem is again 
solved, but using the gray method" In Table IX are 
tabulated the results of these two calculations along with 
the results of the band method. The results tabulated are 
values of total surface radiant heat transfer to each surface. 
The most accurate results are those calculated using 
the monochromatic method" The band method results compare 
exceptionally well to the monochromatic method results" The 
band method results in a 2.8 percent error in q 1 and a 
0"5 percent error in q 2 o when compared to the monochromatic 
method results. This close agreement should not in general 
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TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF SOLUTIONS 
Method ql = q4 q2 = q3 
Btu/hr-ft2 Btu/hr-ft2 
Monochromatic -177. 5 219.0 
Band -172. 5 217.9 
Gray -139.9 238.4 
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be expectedo ThE:_ gra.y method results in a 2lo0 percent a.nd 
a 9o0 percent error in q 1 a.nd q 2 , respectively, when com-
pared to the monochromatic methodo 
This completes the application of the Q and Q; D.V 
correla.t.ions of Chapter III to an example heat transfer 
problem." The heat transfer resti.lts as ca.lculat.ed by the 
band met.hod compare favorably to results calcula.ted from 
the monochromatic methodo This indicates th.a.tactual 
bandwidths d.o have application to en9i.neering radiant 
heat transfer problemso 
Many problems in the subject area of th.is thesis remain 
unsolved. Therefore 0 part of the next chapter is devoted 
to suggestions for future worko 
CHAPTER\! 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS 0 AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Surnma.ry 
The design of high tempera.ture enclosures containing 
a radiating gas usually involves a thermal analysis. The 
purpose of this thermal analysis might be the calculation 
of heat transfer to the surfaces of the enclosure. The 
energy is transferred to the surfaces by coupled radiative 
and convective exchange. Even though the convection and 
radiation modes of transfer a.re coupled, a common practice 
is to calculate the two quantities individually. 
In the present study only the radiative surface heat 
transfer was considered. Several methods exist for the 
calculation of the radiant exchange. The method of interest 
for purposes of the present study is the band method. The 
band equations of radiant exchange were presented in 
Chapter I. The "band" is usually taken to be either the 
bandwidth of an absorption band of the gas in the enclosure 
or a window region of this gas. The bandwidth appears both 
explicitly and implicitly in the band equations. Therefore, 
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numerical values of bandwidths are required before the band 
equations may be numerically e7aluated. 
In the present study, plots of semi-,empirical spectral 
absorptance were used to determine band absorption and 
absorption bandwidths of four major absorption bands of 
carbon dioxide-nitrogen gas mixtures. These quantities 
were determined for a wide range of the gas conditions~ 
mass path length, effective pressure, and gas temperatureso 
The band absorption and the ratio of band absorption to 
bandwidth were each correlated with mass path length and 
effective pressure 8 for five gas temperatures. Therefore, 
actual absorption bandwidths may be calculated from the 
correlations with the expression 8 
6.v 
The bandwidths calculated from this expression may be used 
in the numerical evaluation of the band equations. 
Conclusions 
Tables I and II of Chapter III indicate Q and Q/ t:,,,v 
may be correlated with gas conditions. Such correlations 
of a are not new, but similar correlations of a; 6.v were 
not found in the literature. Also 0 the use of Qand 
Q/ &V correlations to obtain absorption bandwidths as 
functions of gas conditions was not found to exist in the 
literature. 
The applicability of actual absorption bandwidths to 
the solution of the band equations ha.s been i.11:ustra.ted 
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in Chapter IV o There, an example problem was solved usi.ng . 
the band method and the a and U./flv correlations of 
Tables I and II. The results for that example were 
satisfactory, indicating the correlations 0 yielding actual 
bandwidth 0 do have utility. 
Limitations of the correlations do existo These 
limitations were brought out in Chapter III. There it 
was shown that discontinuities in the correlation expres-
sions exist in the transition region of the weak band fit 
to the strong band fit. For most gas conditions 0 however 0 
the fit of the correlation expressions to the raw computer 
calculated data is satisfactory. 
Recommendations 
Extensions of the work presented in this thesis a.re 
possible. Correlations of a and Q/6v0 as determined in 
the present study, may be attempted for other gaseso In 
particular, water vapor and methane may be studied using 
Edwards' (11) semi-empirical expression as a source of 
spectral gas absorptance" 
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The correlations presented in this thesis may be 
redetermined using experimental spectral data rather than a. 
semi-empirical expression for spectral.gas absorptance" 
This would a.llow more bands to be considered and would 
guarantee that a.11 bands could be completely defined. 
If experimental determination of spectral absorptance 
is possible@ohe might also extend the ranges of gas con-
ditions considered. Gas conditions could be varied such 
that absorption would vary from negligibly sm.all values 
to satu:ra.tion values. 
G·as temperature has been left a.s a pa.ramete:r in the 
correlations of a and a; 6.v determined in the present 
study. Recent work by Edwards and Menard (27 0 28) and 
Edwards and Sun (29) indicates the possibility of incor-
porating gas temperature more explicitly in the correlation 
expressions. Studies of the variation of Q and C// !::.v vll'ith 
gas temperature could result in inclusion of gas tempera-
ture in the correlation expressions. Alsoo such studies 
should prove to have application in radiant transfer 
through a non-·isothermal gas. 
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APPENDIX A 





c2 B2 BC c2 
490 
510 L 
530 .151 .002 L 
550 L* S** .043 3.43 
570 .503 .159 10.0 
590 5.12 .099 39.6 
610 L s 1. 77 79.9 
630 28.3 6.59 L 
650 343. 11. 3 L 
670 543. .148 952. 
690 L s 8.23 594 • 
710 96.8 • 172 183. 
730 23.9 .178 71. 7 
750 5.56 .222 38.l 
770 1.54 .0473 14.8 
790 .574 .0117 6.38 
810 L s .0415 3.16 
830 L s .020 L 
850 L 
910 L s .0038 .625 
930 L s .0172 1.03 
950 .0803 .0206 1.17 
960 .607 
970 .0745 .0250 1.02 
990 L s .0187 .587 
CORREIATION CONSTANTS c2 , B2 , AND BC 
VERSUS WAVENUMBER 
Gas Temperature 
1000°R 1500°R 200fR 
B2 BC c2 B2 BC c2 B 
L s 
s .0529 1.06 .0344 9.20 .0227 
s .119 2.43 .079 7.90 .125 
.0552 9.20 .264 20 .• 6 .297 
.160 27.0 .310 40.2 .502 
.196 64.6 .458 69.6 .819 
.373 125 • . 669 156. .900 
s 4.74 220. 1.19 247. 1.46 
s 6.30 326. 1.46 463. .857 
.105 661. .821 311. .378 
. 0918 356. 1.86 4 75. 1.08 
.294 261. 1.25 432 • . 727 
• 498 148 • • 727 248 • . 822 
.283 72.6 .525 111. .736 
.238 32.3 .392 57.5 .555 
.0510 14.1 .257 L s 
.0281 7.23 .127 18.7 .174 
s .131 3. 72 .0868 9.12 .128 
s .0919 2.29 .0566 8.79 .0780 
.0428 3.46 .0643 4.57 .105 
.0553 3.28 .0841 4.22 .115 
.0589 2.95 .118 4.40 .107 
2.66 
.0534 1.94 .168 3.34 .0891 
























































APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
Gas Temoerature 
v_l 535°R l000°R 150~ 0 R 200fR 250fR cm c2 B2 BC c2 B2 BC c2 BC c2 BC c2 B B B BC 
1010 L s .00495 L s .0796 3 .. 21 .0274 4.28 .119 6.17 .172 
1030 .0332 .0226 1.09 .0421 3.89 .0997 5.73 .180 8.06 .135 
1050 .0692 .0365 1.38 .0784 3.74 .175 5.54 .207 7.65 .180 
1070 .0986 .0237 L s .274 3.84 .143 6.40 .161 9.96 .121 
1090 .0678 .04 71 1.47 .165 5.84 .157 8.88 .222 11.5 .214 
1100 .102 .00156 L s .260 
1110 2.22 .050 4.04 .0804 3.20 .251 
1830 L s .0325 
1870 L s .0159 L s .0183 L s .0285 L s .0293 L s .0385 
1910 .113 .0163 L s .0345 L s .0268 L s .0263 L s .0385 
1950 L s .0283 L s .0123 L s .0176 L s .0174 L s .0384 
1990 .0934 .00174 L s .0122 L s .0215 L s .0309 L s .0772 
2030 L s .0447 L s .0438 L s .0699 .834 .0189 1. 74 .0399 
2070 .592 .0337 L s .166 L s .222 2.54 .0498 5.00 .118 
2110 .456 .0362 L s .160 2.82 .0326 3.99 .116 18.4 .247 
2150 .156 .0491 L s .0943 3.40 .0478 30.3 .495 61.8 .685 
2190 L s .0305 L s .165 22.4 .0886 220. 1.69 284 • • 938 
2230 L s .238 ~6.5 .148 279 . . 988 891. 2.88 120 • . 195 
2270 131. .185 193 • . 211 2080 . . 419 3050. 1. 97 L s .458 
2310 L s 26.7 L s 37.6 278. 1.12 739. 1.96 L s .0286 
2350 L s 53.8 L s 51.0 381. .566 425. .745 L s .0286 
2390 401. .0358 L s 12.0 476. .0710 L s 16.3 L s 26.1 
2430 L s .0738 L s .616 L s .987 L s 6.01 
2470 L s .209 
2510 L s .0561 
3225 L s .0234 L s .0744 
,o 
~ 
"-J 535°R 1000°R 
cm c2 B2 BC c2 B2 
3285 L s 
3345 L s .00949 L s 
3405 L s .0332 L s 
3465 .764 .0320 L s 
3525 ~5.6 .0104 156.5 .0430 
3585 L s .2. 72 L s 
3645 L s 3.67 L s 
3705 L s 3.99 L s 






4800 L s 
4900 L s .0221 L s 
5000 .654 .00767. .666 .00933 
5100 .860 .0209 1.09 .0223 
5200 .863 .0763 1.69 .0227 
5300 .565 .117 .924 .0313 
5400 .641 .0208 .517 .0214 
5500 L s .0420 L s 
5600 L s .0178 L s 
5700 .0700 .00106 
*L indicates a very large value. 
**S indicates a very small value. 
APPENDIX A (CONTINUED) 
Gas Temperature 
1500°R 
BC c2 B2 BC 
.0131 L s .0171 
.0402 1.99 .00555 
.124 2.66 .0493 
.405 114.4 .0835 
31.0 .299 
2.57 56.6 .409 
3.35 98.5 .347 
3.37 110 • • 285 
3.79 L s 3.57 
L s 2.06 
L s 1.13 
L s .532 
L s .265 
L s .177 
.0076E 
.0324 L s .0461 
.569 .0221 
L s .175 
L s .220 
L s .187 
L s .122 
.0460 L s .0655 
.0149 L s .0310 
2000°R 
c2 B2 BC 






129 . • 316 
29.6 .238 
L s .0344 
L s .0771 
L s .161 
L s .228 
1.64 .0394 
1.62 .0269 
L s .139 
L s .0759 








94. 5 .455 
133 . • 384 
















MONOCHROMATIC GAS ABSORPTANCE PROGRAM LISTINGS 
Since the spectral correlation constants of Appen-
dix A vary with gas temperature, six programs are presented 
below. These correspond with ~11 the gas temperatures 
considered. 
The following input and output notation is used in the 
programs: 
GNU (I) = v6 cm-1 
CSQ (I) = value of c2 at v 
BSQ (I) = value of B2 at v 
BC (I) = value of BC at v 
w = w 
PE = p e 
EN = n 
TG = T 
g 




SPECTRAL GAS .ABSORPTANCE, Tg = 535'.°~------ ··--·------·-···-·-··-.....-·-------- . ~ 
I 
--------------- ---------· ------'--! 
f-- DI MENS I ONG NU C 63) • ALF AG C 63) • CSQ ( 63) , BSQ (63--)___. .. 3-C._(-63) ,--AGNU C 63 >---- ----- --,----------------------
L 1~!r!~~~~-~~~~~~i_ ~~:~~~-f C 63 l, GNU3 '-~-3-~·-~-r~-~~_::_' ,ALF~~~ (6-~~__.__~~~~~~-~~=~:~~-: ___ :_·~--~~:~:_·-----1 t EOUJ VALENCE C GNU C l ) • GNU.1 C 1 ) l • C GNU ( 28) • GNU2 (_J_J J_, __ lGNUL4.3J_LGNU3 (.J.J l • (G___ __ _ ____ --, 
,. _ .1f'JU{51 l ,Gi'\JU4C 1 l l, C ALFAG C 1) ,ALFAGl CJ_U ,(AL.F.AGL2.B_Lt.ALE_AG2J..1JJ __ , <ALF&'\G _ _(_ _______ ---------· l- 243 l • ALFAG3 C 1) l , CALF AG C 51 l ~t,Lf'",:'.\.G4 U 1 )__ ___ _:_____ ----------------------------- .. _________ j 100 FORMATC4Fl0e5l _ _ ____ _ _ i. --=-=-~~=~=~OL FORMAT u HL,2HVJ =. 1 PE20o 7_,5X. 3HPE =-~-;PE2·;:_;~,5X,-3.l:iEti..=--'-.l.EE20=..2.~sx-:-,~;i:iTG~=~~:-==:-~ ---- .. . ---, 
E 1 , 1 PE2 o. 7 J ________________ ----------------. ------------- ----------. -~-___ -_-_ ---~~~~61~~-:1_!_;~--•_4_H-~lj ~=--'~-:~~-~-o 7-~ 5 x_-_• ~-:~~~=~~ =, J PE 2 0 • 7 ) --------==--=--=---====-~=~~:~~ 
~-- _ RE_l<DJ.J._,~LO_O_)_GI:sl.ll_Ll UCSQ < U • BSO ( I_LtHC_LJ_)__ _ ________________ , 
~ _____ _l_Q__A_GbllLLU_:::_G~U_U_) ________________ ~-- -----------------
__ l~RE l\D_U __ LLO_O_J_~L._PE.•£ N ,_T_G ____ _ 
l ~ffi..lI.EL3cLLQ . LH1.,.EE.•£N .. LTG ____ - ---
_____ _1_-I) 030...I=--1J 5.9 . _· ___ _ 
--1.E{B.C.l...L) ..... .NE..o..O•.J_GO.I.0..2..Q. 






----------2.--0 ALF....A.GJ..l~ . .::;:.Le=EXP_L-=BLLLJ.:i,:.S..QBTJ...'.'lillEI=" -::--lrE ~:LL.Ll-----------------------
t--------Q_l,JRLT.Ll3_,..l..D..2J_GNUJ_.1...J__,_ALEAG_(...l.J . J 
,____ ____ gIJ_-CALLP...LOI.f.G.NU...lJ_4....0.0 •. .!-l.2..0.0_. _ _,_o_,ALE-Afil-•_Q_•-----'...l__._&,...O....~_t_O_...!ili..2.2.t--L•_J_,..3_.2_). _________ ~ 
..c.ALLP...L..o.I..LGl'lU2.!...L8.0.D.._,2..6 Q_Q__._,_O_.t..ALF...A.G.2...,_D__.....,..1--AJ...O i O O • 0 •• 0 • .t...U..L.l.5..:LJ._'-.IJ....3-'2-J --' 
f-______ _£j).LLELO_T....tGNiJ.3_t-3.2..D..0....-'-t;12_0_0_._,_o__,..ALEA.G.3i0_._tl....o___,_c___,_0_..~.c.Lwu_o__._fu..l..LL,...3...t.2..J_______ . f 







SPECTRAL. GAS ABSORPTANCE., __ Tg. ==.~iooo_~R _ _:_ _________ ~---- .. --- . 
t-·· ·-
' f.· .... ---· -- --····-· ··- -- ·-·. ... -- .. ···-·· ·-·--···-- -····--- ------·-'-----------;··-----------··-···--·-
f -- ---- DI MENS I ON GNU C 63 > • ALF AG ( 63) • C SQ C 63) • BSQ (-63 )--t BG-f-63 >-·•·AG~.JU-C 63 )------ -·--· --
f ·:··- -- .. --- - --· .. D l MEN SJ ON GNU 1 (63 J , GNU2 ( 63 J , GNU3 (63 )., GNU4.C 6-3 >-•-AL.E"-A.G.1-C.-63 . .> ... t . .ALF J\G2 C 63) .... 
j ,--.-· -·-·--_ -. -~~~-~~~!~~-; ~~: ~~~ ! ~~~ 1.c ~-> > ~ c ;;~-u·-,-;·1 ;-·:·~;~~;-,:~1-;1_,_,_t~~u <46-J~{;N~~-,-~--;~-~-~-~-~ _._J 
~---- --·--- --- . lNU ( 55-l-• GNU4 C lJ_.} • C ALFAG C 1 > , /,Lr.AG 1-C 1.J.) ,. CALF i,.G..C-3-1-->-·•-AL-~2-'--l--J-} d .. ALF AG-C -
~------ ___ . ___ .:_246 L,ALFAG.3 Ll )_} , .C ALFAG .C5.5.) ,J,..LF AG4 ( 1.J_ )______ ------- -- . -- -
~------ --·-- ..... l.00 F-0Ri",JATL4Fl 0.5J ___ _ 
'--------------10-1- FORMAT C -1 HL •2H'.J =, 1 PE:20 o 7, 5X t 3HPE=, 1PE2D .•. :z_, 5X-, 3-1=:iE-N-=-._.-1-RE2~-'.7-,.5X,3HTG=-- . 
. ...l. .. i . .lPE.2 o·,.7.) -·········-····-····-·-- -·-----·---· .. ____ .. --····- . ·--··------- ····-. ____ ............ ------------------------·--···-·--······--·-·-··-·-···· _ ....... . 
i 
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DIMENSIONGNUC63J,ALFAG(63J•CSQ(63)•BSQC63)•6C~63),AGNUC63) 
DI ~-,EhlS I ON GNU 1 ( 63) • GNU2 ( 63) • Gh!U3 ( 63 l • GNU4 ( 63) ,.ALFAG 1 (63) , ALF AG2 C 63 l 
tALF...AG3(63J,ALF,.S,G4C63) ---------- -o··------------
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100 FORMAT(4Fl0o5) 
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DHiENSlDNGNU C 63) • ALF:AG C6_-3) • CSQ (63 .) • BSQC63-J •-ECL63-) __ , AGi\JU-C63) .. 
D l:\1£1\SlONGNU l C 63) ,.GNU2 ( 63) • GNU3 (63) • GNU4--'-63->--'-AL-F-AG-l-163 ) __ , __ j;,LF t.G2 ( 63) -
lc-•ALF' AG.3:C.63 ) ,ALF.AG 4 C 63 ) -- -- . -- -- -------- ----------------·-------- ---,---- ------- - -- --- ---------------
EOU J VALENCE LGNU C 1.) ,GNU l Cl)), C GNU '-31) ,GNU2!-1 >-->-•·-LGNU C4-+.) .. 1 GNU3 C 1-) ).•CG 
1 NU C 55) , GNU4 C 1 ) ) t C ALFAG C 1 ) , ALF.AG 1 C.1 ) ) , C ALF--AG--'-3-1 >-• A-LF-AG2 !-1--l } • CALF AG C. 
. 24 7) , ALFAG3 C 1 )_) , ( ALF AG C 58) , ALF.l1.G4 L1 >--'--------- ----------------------
1 0 0 FOR;.: AT C 4F l O • 5 ) -.. - . - - --- - .. 
_ . 10 l .FOi~r-.}.A TC lJ-:iL •2ri~'.'::;:, 1PE20 • 7, 5X •31--iPE = t lP.E20.,; 7-•5Xt3i-:EhL=-•-lPE2C: _ ._7,sx, 3rlTG= ---- .. 
--------·-----1.t1P.E.20e.7J ...... _____ ----- ------·- .- .... ------ ----- '------·-·-------------.. ·-·-·--·-··-·-·-·--------. -·-------------·-··----
102 FOR;.;AT Cl HJ• 4HGNU= • 1PE20.o7 • 5XJ6HALFAG= • 1PE20-• 7) _ 
D0..1.01 =.Lt 62 _____ ·__ __ _____ __ _ _____________ ·---- ___ _______ _____________ ___ --------------
-- .READ Cl, l DOJ __ GNU CI.> , CS.QC U ,_3SQ CI J t5C C LJ _____ _ ---------··----------- . ..,.... --··------ - ---·--·· ·--· -- ·--···· 
l O AGNU CI ) =GNU Cl) _ -- -- -------------· ---------------------
---- 1- -READ Cl • lGO.) ~; ,PE ,Els.!, TG __ --- ... ---- -
l:.I.Rl.I£{-3 t .l D 1--l 1Lt -PE-.tENwG__:_~----· - -,--~-----------.----,--. .------------1-- ---------- - ··--------- --------· 
_ --- --- ll .. D.0301-1, 62-- _ ----- -- ----- -------- -------------------. -------------------------- ·, __________ _ 
--- ------ -------IF CBC U )__.NE.Oe-)GOT020 -- ------- - -- ----------------------------------------------------
____ _: -- ---------ALF AG.(_ I l =1 .. ~EXP c.- ( csa ( I ) :3l:'.-.i )./.(.SQRT-Ll--+-<-C.SO <-I--)-*~-)--/.!.13S(H-.I-)-~1--L.P-E3Hi-EN-)-,)--)--------------------- --
----- · -- 1 )-)----------------- ·-----------·· 
------~OT-0..3-0--------------------- . -- ----------------. ------------------------ ·-------
-------2--D-_;.L.E;::.. ,;LL)-=--l_._,,..£XP.t~SC-L....l.-,)_3;-.:. (.;R.T-L:.:.,~..RE3i:.-,c£;'J .} . ..) ..J, __________ _ ----------------------
--------30 ~.'R-lTEL3t l0-21GNUC.-I) ,ALF;'.'..GLI) 
--~-------4-0---CALLPLOT-1-CNL.Ll t-400-.-• 12 GD •--,-0-t-A_l.F AG-l--• -0 •-•-1--. ,--0-1.C:--+.::: ... __,...:.. ... ---1.::; ..... 3_;:_, •-1 • 1 • 3 • 2 ) · · · --- -----·--·- -- - - --· 
----'C-ALLPLCT.C.G:\J.U2-•-lBOO .. , 26.0.C-e • _::; •-ALF-A-G2 ,~-1-l-.--•-.C;-1--W--.-•-L...___.._-C-.--.~-l<'i •-1--• l •:::, • 2) ~---· -- ·-----
------ -·---------CA-LLELOI-LG>JU3-t 320-LJ. •l.2CC._. _ _._:,_,.,::.u=:AG.3_._~ ... ,-l---1.:..•~--1-L-.. --1~:...--1-.;)...._l--l-• l • l • 3 .. 2 )-- -- -
_________ ----------CALL?.LOT ( G:,1U4.J 460.() .. _ ,-5.20 C-. .. ,0 t-!~L~--A-G~--~.c:L.--t--l-.. --•.:J.,..C.+---1-~ .. -t~•-•-0--t-5-•-l--t--1+3, 2.-) - ------- -- ----· 
DO.'.l5J = 1 ,_62 _________________________ _ 
____ ______ __ '"-::; GNU CU =AGNU UJ ______________________________ _ 
__ _ __________ _ _ GOTO_l ___________________________________________ ~---
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APPENDIX E 
MONOCHR.OMA.TIC SOLUTION OF EXAMPLE PROBLEM 
Monochromatic values of radiant heat transfer to the . . . 
surfaces of the duct enclosure may be calculated from 
Equations (I-1) and (I-8). Using the relation, e. =a. , 
JV JV 
Equation (I~l) becomes 
a.. 
~ 1,J·. E )I qJ. \J = ' - b. pj'V J'V J\J 
Eqii.ation (I-8) may be rewritten as 
M. 
J'. =€. Eb. +P. \ [ 'T (r .k) ,J.k +a (r .k) Eb ]F "k 
J \I J 'V J v · J v L gv J v gv J gv J 
k=l 
j = 1, 2, ... , M, 
where the functional dependence of gas absorptance on 
-rjk .is indicated. 
(E-1) 
(E-2) 
One may expand Equation (E-2), letting j and k range 
from 1 to 4 for the duct enclosurea After expansion, the 
coefficients of the four unknown spectral radiosities may 
be collected and the resulting four algebraic equations may 
be expressed in matrix notation, as was done with the band 









- p 'T (r ) F 
4v gv 42 42 
- 9lv,.gv(rl3)Fl3 
- P2 \I 'l" g)f 23) F 23 
1 
- P4v,.g)r43>F43 
plvEbg}ag)rl2)Fl2 + ag\l(rl3)Fl3 + ag)rl4)Fl4] + e:lvEblv 
P2v~g}agv(r2l)F21 + a.gv(r23)F23 + a.g)f24)F24] + e:2,}b2v 
P3\l~g)ag)i\1)F31 + a.g\l(r32)F32 + a.g)r34)F34] + e:3vEb3v 
P4\l~g}ag\l(r4l)F41 + a.g)r42)F42 + a.gv(r43)F43] + e:4vEb4v 
- P1v,.gv<f14)F14 








In ord~r to check the calculations with an energy 
b 1 1 1 t th f the ].th sur.f.ace a ance, one may ca cu .. a. e · .. e energy rom 
to the gas from the following expression~ 
M 
q. =\[a (r.k)F.kJ. -a (r.k)F.kEb ], 
J-gas,\I L gv J J · JV gv J J gv 
k=l 
which simplifies to 
M 
qj-gas;'v= (Jj\l - ~g) l ag.)rjk)Fjk 
k=l 
(E-4) 
A computer program was written to evaluate Equations 
(E-1 9 3 1 4) for the surface radiosities and spectral heat 










T (I) = 
F (II J) = 
R (I, J) = 
GNU = 
PROGRAM TO CALCULATE MONOCHROMATIC 
HEAT TRANSFER 
gas temperature, T g OR 
g 
total gas mixture pressure, atm 
absorbing gas mole fraction 
ft -gas constant of absorbing gas, 
lbm -
partial pressure of broadening gas, 
constant b in Equation (II-9) 
exponent n in Equation (III-1) 
number of surfaces in enclosure 
temperature of 
.th 
surface, OR l 
configuration factor, F .. 
lJ 
geometric beam length, -mean r .. 
l] 
wavenumber, 









= wavenumber, · v, -1 cm 
= monochromatic radiant heat transfer to the 
i th surface, 
149 
QG(I) 6 monochromatic radiant heat transfer from the 
ith surface to the gas, 
Btu 
q. I h ft2 -I 1-g,v r - - cm 






11 =, 1PE20, 711 
READc1.1001TG1PTOT.xA.RA,PB,B.EN 
READ! l.lOllMM 
REAOI 1,1001 I TC I l olcl.MMI 


























RE AO I l , 100 I GNU , I RHO I I I , I " 1 • MM I 
00701=1,MM 
70 ALFAlll=lo-RHOCII 





AC I , JI =-RHO C I I •TAU C I, J 1 *FI I oJ I 
GOT060 




















MON$$ EXEO FORTRAN,SOFoSIU,10,03ttt 
SUBROUTINE INVERT 
COMMONXll0,111,N,M 
DO 30 l=l,N 
PIVOT!= 1.01xc1,11 
XII ti I = PIVOT! 
DO 10 J=loM 
IFIJoEOoll GO TO 10 
XI I ,JI = PIVOTl*XI I ,JI 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 K=l,N 
IFIKoEOoll GO TO 20 
PIVOT2 = XIK,11 
XCK,11 = -PIVOT2*PIVOT1 
DO 20 L=l,M 
IFILoEO•II GO TO 20 



























Equations {II-16) and (II-20) were used to calculate 
the total radiant heat transfer to the surfaces of the 




q. = _l_ (J. - Eb.) 
J p. J J 
J 
(F-1) 
Rewriting Equation (II-20) to indicate the functional 
dependence of gas transmittance and emittance on mean beam 
length, one obtains 
M 
J . = € . Eb . + p . \ [ '1" ( rk . ) Jk+ € ( rk . ) Eb J Fk . 
J J J J L g J g J g J 
k=l 
(F-2) 
Configuration factors and geometric mean beam lengths 
for use in Equation (F-2) are tabulated in Tables III and 
IV@ respectively of Chapter IV. An average value of surface 
reflectance was calculated from 
p. = 




Monochromatic reflectance data from Figure 12 were used in 
Equation (F-3) and computation was performed by an electronic 
computer. Surface emittance was approximated by the relation 
€. = 1 - p. 
J J 
The results of these calculations are: 









From Chapter 4 of McAdams• text, by Hottel {33), 
values of gas emittance and absorptance were calculated. 
The gas emittance results are: 
for opposed rectangles . . . . € = 0.135 g 
for adjacent rectangles . . . . . € = 0.123 g 
The gas absorptance results are: 
0.147 for opposed 
for T = 800°R . . . • a. (T I w IT ) - rectangles w g g w 
0.132 for adjacent 
rectangles 
0.123 for opposed 
for T = l000°R a. (T I w IT ) = rectangles w g g g 
0.123 for adjacent 
rectangles 
Substituting the above values into Equation (F-2) 
one may find: 
Jl = 1444. Btu/hr - ft2 
J2 = 1175. Btu/hr - ft 2 
153 
From Equation (F-1) the heat transfer results are found to 
be~ 
= -140. Btu/hr - ft2 
238. Btu/hr - ft 2 . 
To check the energy balance, the heat transfer from 
each of the surfaces to the gas may be calculated from 
M M 
= Jj .l agjkFjk - Ebg l 
k=l k=l 
€ k'Fk. g J J 
The results of such calculations are: 
ql-gas = -41.6 Btu/hr - ft2 
q2-gas = -56.8 Btu/hr - ft2 
The sum of these two values is -98.4 Btu/hr 
(F-4) 
... ft 2 . This 
is approximately numerically equal to the sum of q 1 and 
q 2 , 98.5 Btu/hr - ft 2 , thereby indicating conservation of 
energy, and completing the solution. 
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